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Claude Monet
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DETAILS & CATALOGUING

Claude Monet
1840-L926
UN MOULIN À ZNNNOAUI

signed Claude Monet (lower left)
oil on canvas

5O by 75cm.

t93/4by29]/2tn,
Paintad in 1871.
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The 9th Earl of Jersey, Jersey (acquired from the above on 12th May 1943)
Thence by descent to the present owners
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f n the Present work Monet depicts a windmill known as 'Het Oosterkattegat' which stood on the outskirts of the Zuiddijk in Zaandam
I (fig. 1). Looking north toward the town. the bell tower of the Oosterzilderkerk can be seen in the distance. The Monet family lived in
Zaandam for four months over the summer of 1.87L Zaandam nvas famous ror its many mills which performed myriad functions: crushing,
pumping, sawing and turning every conceivable material. Appropriately'Het Oosterkattegat' was used to grind pigments. Whilst Monet's
wife Camille gave French conversation lessons to the wealthy Van der Stadt family, her husband concentrated on his art, Relatively free of
financial worries because of a smafl inheritanee from his late father, Monet produced a number of pictures oJthe town and its environs in a

boldÿ inventive s\tle. Monet wrote to his friend Camille Pissarro on 2nd June: 'Zaandam is partieularly remarkable and there is enough to
paint there for a lifetime', and again on the 17th: 'lt is marvellors for painting here; there is everything you can Tind de plus amusant. Houses

of all colours, hundreds ofwindmills and ravishing boats [...] and with all this very fine weather, so that already I have several canvases on
the go' (quoted In Monet in Hotland (exhibition catalogue). op. cit., p" 99).

Monet worked systematically through a series ol twenty-five pictures that expiored several areas surrounding Zaandam. The artist focused
his attention upon the arche§pical motifs of the Dutch landscape, canals, mills, and boats (fig. 2). Ronald Pickvance discusses Un Moulin à
Zaandam in the context ofthe other works: 'There is, however, one painting that is more {inished than the others. and also much more
deliberately composed. ln The Milt 'Het Oosterkattegat' [the present work], Monet has carefully plotted his composition, so that the planes

succeed each other clearly and recession is marked out for the viewer [...]. Monet eaptures the Dutchness, not mereÿ externa]ly - of
{ishing boat and windmill, town hôuse and luchthuis, river and canal - but alsc the delicâte enveloping light and atrnosphere, subtly
different lrom the lle de France. The superb manner ifi which h€ registers the immense and often changing Dutch skies is sufficient proof of
this'(R. Pickvance in ibid., p. lO1).

During the early years cf the l87os Monet's style underwent a transformation. The Franco-Prussian war forced the artist and his young

Family to seek salety in England where he found the compânionship sf other artists, such as Pissarro and Daubigny. Whilst in London
Monêt spent a great deal of time exploringthe galleries, especially those containing works by the great English landscape painters

Constable and Turner. However, whilst traditional landscape painting held a certain allure for Monet at this time, other more exotic
influences otcupied his aüention- The ârtist and his contemporaries were fascinated by contemporary Japanese art which profoundly

a{fected their own, The inventive perspectives and clarity fqund in the works of Japanese artists, suc-tr as Hirosh§e, provided French

painters vrith new impetus to challenge the Salan-led style of the eldergeneration. The present work possesses a strong compositional

rhythm and panoramic depth which parallels that of the complex asymmetry evident in Japanese woodcuts. However, the evolution oT

lmpressionism is also manifest in Un Môulin à Zaandam.Ihe artist's usê of colour and the areas of lively brushwork represent his gradual

development of ideas and attempts to evoke the atmosphere of the landscape. Monet includes subtle, but evocative, signifiers of the
weather in the deftty applied pennants flying in the wind, and the striking red sails of the mill and rooftops provide relief against the
backdrop of greys that make up the shifting skies.

FIG.1
The mill'Het Oostêrkattegat' in
Zaandam, circal88D

FIG.2
Çlaude Monet. Moulins près de
Zaandam, 1871, oil on canvas, Van
Gogh Musa:m, Amsterdam
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